1 . Introduction . In this paper we discuss various properties distinct integers n 1 , . . ., of taken from a short interval may have, such as f H n, e N"`for some m c-N, m > 2 : the product of n l , . . ., of is a perfect factorizations of the integers n 1 , . . ., of is less than the number of integers .
By short intervals we mean intervals [n, n+k(n)], where k(n) is a `small' function of n (such as v; n, or log n), for arbitrary n > 1 . Our results can be summarized as follows : the above properties never occur in `very short' intervals, sometimes in `short' intervals and always iǹ large' intervals .
For example, distinct sets of integers from [n, n+c 1 (log n) 2 (log log n) -2 ] , for any n > 3, have distinct products, for infinitely many n E N this also holds for [n, n+ +exp((' 2 (log n log log n)'' 2 )], but for infinitely many n e N there exist two distinct sets of integers in [n, n+exp((-3 (log n log log n)'/ 2 )] with equal products and for all nEN the latter holds for [n, n+t'4n'-"] . The ( 'I , C'2, c 3 , c 4 are absolute positive constants .
Note that Lemma 2 .1 does not give an upper bound less than 2k/log k, even when k becomes very small in comparison to n . The next lemma gives a better upper bound for f(n, k) for such `small' k (i .e. k < exp(e o (log n) 112 ), where c o is some positive absolute constant) . Proof. See [12] , p . 37, 3 .10 .4 . The proof involves a theorem on lower bounds for lineair forms in logarithms of rational numbers .
The next lemma shows that n<, _<n+rP 110) 1<ntt
ciently large n and /3 > a > 2/5 . For /i = x actually Lemma 2 .1 is somewhat stronger, but we shall use Lemma 2 .3 only for J3 > a . Proof . We follow the method of Ramachandra in [8] ; we use the same notation as in [8] .
We have By Lemma 1 in [8] we have, provided that 1/3 < a < 1, E 1 =(1-a)x'+0(x'/log x) .
To estimate 12 Since log (x/n) < (1-fli ) log x for xai < n < xfli+ ' we obtain Combining the bounds for 2 : 1 and 2: 2 we obtain that 1 > 1 -,or-S E x' x<m<x+x°p (m)>x l P for any : > 0 and any 0 < 8 < 6 (a) for x sufficiently large . Changing 1-/3 into # and choosing y < 7(a, #) now gives the assertion . We use Lemma 2.3 to obtain a lower bound for f'(n, k) when k = n', a a o , where a o is a certain constant less than 1/2 (a o = 0 .49509 . . .) . We use og l x// +o(x')} J 11ZdU, the specific dependence of -,(a, f1) in Lemma 2 .3 on x and /i to obtain such a bound . LEMMA 2 .4 . For every a > a o ( = 0 .49509 . . .) there exist a c (a) > 0 and a no (a) such that f (n, k) > c(a)k for k = n, n >, no (a) .
For a > ' this actually holds for any c(a) < 2-a -' .
Proof. Let a, fl, y satisfy the conditions of Lemma 2 .3, hence, the inequality ( * ) . Then, for k = n",
w' ere k < p l < . . . < pS are the first s primes exceeding k and s = m((n+ +{i ) . .
It follows that Then for a > a o there exists a y < y(a, fl) with 2-a -' +y(/3/a-1) > 0, which implies the first assertion of Lemma 2.4 . The second assertion follows by taking in the above discussion the trivial values y = 0, # = a .
Remark 2.4 . Plausibly, for every a > 0 there exists a c*(a) > 0 such that f (n, k) > c* (a) k for k = n", n > n o (a) .
This certainly holds for infinitely many n E N, as can be seen as follows .
We have
where o(a -') > 0 is the Dickman function . Let c < O(a -') and x large, then there exists an interval [t, t+t"] [1, x] with teN large with at least ct" integers n with P(n) < ' n" . As i n' < i (t + ta)" < t" the assertion follows .
LEMMA 2 .5 . Let n > 3 and t < 0 .9 (log n)/log log n . Then the number 1 P (n, n ') of positive integers v < n with P(v) < n equals n/t
Proof. See [1], Corollary of Theorem 3 .1 .
LEMMA 2.6 . For every c < 1/,,/2 there exist infinitely many nE N such that the interval [n, n+k*(n)], with k* (n) =exp(c(log n log log n)'/ 2 ), contains only integers which are divisible by a prime p > k* (n) but not by p2 .
Proof. The number of integers in [1, n] which are divisible by a square x2 with x > n'/` is at most En/X2] = n/(l+o(1))n'' x>nl/t By Lemma 2 .5, there exist at most n/t`('+°(')> integers in [1, n] which are not divisible by a prime exceeding n'/" . Take t such that (1+o(1))n'/t = (1 + o (1)) (2 log n/log log n) 1/2 .
Call the above integers in [1, n] bad . Since their number is at most 2(1 + o (1)) n/n'" there must exist at least [' n'"] consecutive integers m+1, . . ., m+[' n'"] which are not bad, i .e. divisible by a prime p > n'" but not by p 2 . Provided that n is sufficiently large, we have [' n"'] > k* (m) . In this manner we obtain infinitely many m e N for which [m, m+ k* (m)] has the desired property .
In the next lemma we use the notation o(1) for several functions of n tending to zero as n -> oo . 4 o(l))r = exp -+ 1 (1 +0(1))(log m log log m) á ' ' 2 tit we obtain the contradiction P(m, m'") < m/t('+°"')`Hence there exists an interval [n, n+k] , with n > m/2t('+°(i)>`which contains distinct integers n i , . . ., of with P(n i ) m 1 l' and f > m`/ . We have k = exp {1+~(1 + o (1)) (log n log log n)' = k* (n) lP Note that the pj in Definition 3 .2 are not required to be prime, which makes the difference with Definition 3 .1 . We shall also consider, more generally, the properties w (n 1 • . . . • nf ) < F (f ), resp . w < F (f ), where F : N -> N is some given function with F(f) < f: This last restriction is a natural one since any f positive integers are composed of f integers, namely themselves (take pj = nj , v ij = 6ij in Definition 3 .2) . Being composed of few integers is really weaker than being composed of few primes : m 2 , m(m+ 1) and (m+ 1)2 are composed of few integers but not of few primes (for most m c-N) . A still weaker property is being multiplicatively dependent (see § 6), which is equivalent to Definition 3 .2 without the stipulations vij 0 . The property of being composed of few integers (primes) is a basic one in the context of this paper . From the existence of a set with w (n i • . . . • nf) < F (f) we infer the existence of a subset with certain desired properties in several instances (5 .1, 5 .2, 6 .1) .
We also recall a relation between the property of being composed of few primes and another multiplicative property of consecutive integers (see [9] ) :
There exists no subset :n nf ; of :n+1, n+2, . . ., n+k) with
There exist distinct primes p 1 , . . ., p k with p i le+i for i=1, . . .,k .
The following theorem shows that short intervals do not contain integers composed of few integers . (4) and (5) are non-elementary (a lower bound for linear forms in logarithms of rational numbers is used) . See [13] and [12] , p. 35 . Note that (1), (2) and (4) give a trivial conclusion if f_s large in comparison to n, but that the lower bound for k in (5) is independent of f : This bound (5) was first proven in [9] in the case w(n nf) < f.
The next theorem is the main result of this section . (1) k (n) > c o (log n/log log n) 3 for all n E N with n > 3, (2) k(n) > exp CC 12 e (log n log log n) 1 / 2 for infinitely many n e N, (3) k(n) < exp((,,F2 +E)(log n log log n) 1 / 2 ) for infinitely many ncN,
.116 for all n e N.
Proof. See for (1), Theorem 3.1(5) . From Lemma 2 .6 we infer (2) : the primes p > k* (n) must all be distinct . Lemma 2 .7 immediately gives (3) . From the proof of Lemma 2 .4 we see that w((n+1) . . .(n+k)) < k if k 3 WE 0 , n > n o , which implies (4) .
When the number of elements f of a set ,n ,, . . ., nf ; c [n, n+k] with w (n nf ) <,f is restricted, then better lower bounds for the length k of the interval than k > (log n/log log n) 3 can be obtained . When f is small in comparison to the size n of the integers involved then 3 .1 (1) and 3 .1 (4) are superior to 3 .1 (5) . When f >fo = 2/io then 3 .1 (5) is better than 3 .1 (1). If J',< k 2 / 3 then 3 .1 (4) gives a better bound for k than 3.1 (5), e.g. when f = V, 0 < a < 2/3, then k > (log n/log log n) 21 x . In the extreme case when f = k+ 1 (i .e . n 1i . . . , of are the consecutive integers n, n + 1, . . . , n + k) we have k > exp(c (log n) 1 / 2 ) . Actually we have the following results about this important special case of consecutive integers . Proof . For (1) we refer to the proof of Theorem 3 .2 (4) . To prove (2); note that, since every prime exceeding k divides at most one integer in [n, n+k], we have co((n+1) . . .(n+k))> k-,f(n, k) +7r(k) . So it is sufficient vto show that f (n, k) < 7r(k) for k < exp(c z (log n) i *' 2 ) . This follows from Lmma 2 .2 if c z is sufficiently small . In [3] an averaging argument is g .,,en that proves (3) . Actually this argument can be used to prove both (3) and (4), as we show now . Since the left side of ( * ) is at least nit and at most Mt it follows that m < k C log log n ) + Cl and M > k log log n -C z log k log k log k log k '
where Cl and C, are certain absolute positive constants . Take 0 < c < exp (-C z ) . Then for all sufficiently large n c N and k there exists an 0 < i < t-1 with k M=(ok (tj (n+ik+j))>k . (1) k (n) > c o log n log log n (log log log n) -' . for all n E N with n > 15 .
(2) k (n) > exp 1--E (log n log log n)' 12 for infinitely many n E N. 2 (3) k(n) < exp(( . \í2+r)(log n log log n) 1, 12) for infinitely many neN.
(4) k (n) < c i n"' for all n e N .
Proof. Suppose [n, n+k] contains distinct integers n i , . . ., of which are f multiplicatively dependent : II n ;" i = 1 for certain mi e Z with mi 0 (without i= ' loss of generality) . Then P(n i ) < k for i = 1, . . .J 1 hence f f (n, k) . To prove that k > log n log log n (log log log n) - ' we may assume that k < (log n) 2 and then we have, by Lemma 2.2, that J '(n, k) k(log 3k) -2 log log(3kf . Combining this with f log k > log n (Lemma 4 .1)
we )btain (1).
To prove (2) we invoke Lemma 2 .6: these intervals [n, n+k*(n)] do not contain integers ni with P(ni ) < k*(n) . The third result (3) follows from Lemma 2.7 : o-) (n, . . . nf ) < f implies that n i , . . ., of are multiplicatively dependent .
Similarly, (4) follows from Theorem 3 .3 (1) .
5. Equal products . In this section we investigate intervals which contain distinct subsets of integers S i and S 2 with equal products : [I s = fJ s . Note that this property is stronger than multiplicative dependence : the latter guarantees the existence of distinct subsets S, and S2 with r1 s"s) _ H s-(" for certain m(s)EN, s E Si U S2, Observe that integers in S 1 n S 2 s6s2 can be deleted from both S i and S 2 without destroying the equality of the products, so we may always assume that S, and S2 are disjoint . Proof . For every subset S c ; n i , nf { put p(S) _ F1 s = H Pup' s) . so the number of distinct integers p(S), S c {n i , . . ., nft , is at most
The number of distinct S equals 2f, hence the conclusion (elements in Si n S2 can be deleted from both S i and S2) . In the case when (n,, . . ., nf ; is the set ,n < v < n+k : P(v)<k ; we can relax the condition in Lemma 5 .1 to get equal products : LEMMA 5 .2 . Let n, k c N with k > k o and suppose , k f (n, k) > 2 log k log log log k .
Then there exist two disjoint subsets of ,n+ 1, . . ., n + k ; with equal products (and at least f (n, k)-2k log log log k/log k elements) .
Proof. Let gin,, . . ., nf , c~n < v < n+k : P(v) < k ; with
where x (k) shall be chosen later . Delete all n i with P(ni ) > k/x (k) . The number of deletions is at most where P, _ ~ p < k/log k ; and P2 = k/log k < p < k/x (k), . We have v p (S) _ I v p (s) < max ; v p (s),' I 1 < (log k)`1 1, 5Es s ,Es sCs log (n+ k) since vp (s) < log 2 and k > exp((log n)' 2~( this follows from our assumption on f (n, k) and Lemma 2 .1) .
For pcP, the trivial bound I 1 < k gives vp (S) < k(log k)o( ' ) . For ES P1s P E P 2 we have I 1 < . 1 + [kl`p] < 1 + log k, hence vp (S) < (log k)o ( ' ) .
ses
The number of distinct integers p(S) = p, (S) P2 (S) is therefore at most
Since the number of distinct S c So equals 2 1só > 2f 13 we can infer the existence of two distinct S, and S 2 in S o with p(S,) = p(S 2 ) if 3 k log tog k (A2) f > log 2 log k oc.
(k) -+ 0( 1) l .
Now choose cc (k) = 3 (log log k) (log log log k) -', then (A 1) and (A2) are satisfied if f > 2 ---k -log log log k . log k As in the proof of Corollary 5 .1 it follows that there exist two disjoint subsets of :n < v < n+k : P(v) < k ; with equal products and at least f (n, k)-k -2 ---log log log k elements . Similarly nI J l < k! (< k k) . Since one of III or I JI is at least fl2 we obtain the second inequality . for all n e N with n >, 4, 4 log log n exp 1 -E (log n log log n) " or infinitely many n E N, exp((,, 2+E)(log n log log n)") for infinitely many neN, cn 0 49 b for all n E N .
Proof. From Lemma 5 .3 it follows that if [n, n+k] has two distinct subsets of integers with equal products then k > ((log n)/log k)' which implies (1) . Since fI n i = H nj with hn J = 0, and all n r E [n, n+k], implies that iE1 j'J P(n r ) < k for all t, Lemma 2 .6 immediately gives (2) . To prove (3), choose I < ;, < 14-i; v 2, then, by Lemma 2 .7, for all n in an infinite subset _N of N there exist distinct integers n i , . . ., n .f in [n, n + exp ((,y 2 + t.) (log n log log n) i12 )] with f > k* (n)t~,-°i ' t (' + ;.) and (o (n, -. . . -nf ) <,/'"' . Now we can use Lemma 5 .1 :
we have v < (log 2n)/log 2 + 1 hence co (n ) -. . . -n f ) < < ( flog 2)/log (fv) for all n E N with at most finitely many exceptions .
To prove (4) we use Lemma 5 .2 and Lemma 2 .4 : if k > n°. 496 and n n i then the assumptions of Lemma 5 .2 are satisfied hence k(n) < n "' To include n < n i we simply take c sufficiently small .
In view of Remark 2 .4 it is plausible that k (n) = 0,(n') for all -. > 0 . Note that the lower bound k > (log n/log log n) 2 for the length of an interval [n, n+k] containing f ( 1) distinct integers which can be divided into two disjoint sets with equal products, can be improved if the number f of integers involved differs appreciably from k ) / 2 (use Lemma 5 .3) : e .g ., if f is bounded then k > n 2 J ; if ,f < , 0 < a < U2 then k > (log n/log log n)" ; if f,i:k, 0<i;<1, then k, n'~.
We also observe that for x >, a o there exists a c, > 0 such that there exist equal disjoint products in [n, n+k] , k = nx, with at least e,k terms (and this is .probably true for a > 0) . This follows from Lemma 5 .2 and Lemma 2 .4 . On the other hand, for a < 1 there exists a cx < 1 such that there do not exist equal disjoint products in [n, n+k] , k = n', with c, k or more terms . This follows from Lemma 2 .1 (with c,, = a+o(1)) .
6. Power products . In this section we investigate sets of distinct integers n,, . . ., of with the property that there exists a non-trivial way to multiply J them that yields a perfect power :
n;"`E N' for certain m, m,, . . ., mf e N =1 with m > 2 and m,r m i for i = 1, . . . , f: A variant results when one does not allow for repetitions (mi = 1 for i = l, . . .,f) : distinct integers the product of which is a perfect power . Before turning to results on power products in short intervals we give some results related to the well known Erdös-Selfridge theorem ( [4] ) which states that the product of two or more consecutive positive integers is never a perfect power . What happens if one deletes one (or more) integers from a product of consecutive integers? It is trivial to show that if one deletes one integer from a product of three consecutive positive integers then the resulting product is never a perfect square (it can be á perfect power but it can be proven that the only instance is 2.4). Deleting one out of four does not give a square either (as we hope to prove soon) . However, deleting one out of nine (or ten) positive consecutive integers does produce á square sometimes : (1-)2-3-4-5-6-8-9-10 is a square . We shall prove (see Corollary 6 .1) that there exists a constant k (l) such that if one deletes I integer from a product of k(1) or more consecutive positive integers then the resulting product is never a perfect power .
Another natural question is : do there exist (infinitely many) products of consecutive positive integers which are twice a perfect power? Since .x 2 -2v 2 = 1 has infinitely many solutions x, y E N there exist infinitely many n E N with n(n+l)e2N 2 . Theorem 6 .1 implies that, apart from these infinitely many products n (n+ I) E 2N 2 , there exist at most finitely many other products 11(n+1) . . .(n+k) with n . keN which are twice a perfect power . with m > 2 anti gcd(m i , m) = 1 for i = 1, . . ., f; except for at most .finitel17 many such sets-~ n,, . . ., nf } . If a E N, a ~ N 2 then the same is true but then there are also the infinitely many exceptions n,, 112 with n i n 2 E aN 2 , 1 án 2 -n,I < 2 .
Proof. Suppose the conditions of Theorem 6 .1 are satisfied and, moreover, k > max i2P(a), k o (6)}, where k o (b) is some (large) constant def pending only on d . We shall prove that 11 ni"i e aNm gives a contradiction . i=1 The cases with k < max (2P(a), k o (6),'-shall be treated at the end of the proof . Let n,, . . ., of be contained in (n, n+k], where n e N v ~0 ; .
Suppose k > n . Then there exist more than 6k/log k primes p in ((n+k)/2, n+k] c (n, n+k], hence ni = p for some i . Since 2p > n + k we have p X ni for j i and since p > k/2 > P(a) we obtain a contradiction from f n;"' e aN'" . So k < n . += I Suppose n 2 J 3 < k (< n) . ~By the well known theorem of Ingham, the number of primes p in (n, n+k] is asymptotically k/log n, hence exceeding 6k/log k . So n i = p for some i and since p > n > k we have p X ni for j i i.
and we obtain a contradiction from II nmi E aNm as above . So k < n 2/3 i= I For k o < k < n 2 / 3, where k o is an absolute constant, the number of integers v in (n, n+k] with P(v) > k exceeds ók (> t5k/log k) by Lemma 2 .1 . Hence P(ni ) = p > k (> P(a)) for some i . Since p > k we have p X it, for .j i f and we deduce from II n;i E aNm and gcd (m i , m) = 1 that p'"l ni . This implies i= i (k+ 1)m < pm < n i < n+k, hence k < Put ni = a i xm, with a i c N m-free (i .e . vp (a i ) < m for all p), for i = 1, . . . , f.
We distinguish two cases now . Case 1 : m > 3 . We refer to the paper of Erdös and Selfridge [4] ; it is easy to see that, since k < n' lm and m > 3, all products a i ai (1 < i, j <f) are distinct . This implies ( [4] ) that 1 < x(log x) -' (l +0 ((log x) "i<X Assuming without loss of generality that a, < . . . < of we infer that a, > t log t + t log log t + O (t), in particular, a, > t log t for t > t o (an absolute constant) . So, for T > 2, (*) rl a, > exp(I log (t log t)+O(1))=exp(Tlog T+Tloglog T+0(T)) .
=2
Choose for every prime p dividing the product a, • . . . -a, . an integer n(p)E ;n,, . . ., nf ; with max v p (n i ) = v p (n(p)) . ~.
f1 at < 11 ai < k ! < kk . t=1 i=1 ni #n(p)dp Combining this with ( *) (with T =J'*) gives log log k f * < k (1--+O (1 /log k)) . Since (7- 1 +log(n 2 /6) > 1/2 we obtain a contradiction with f > k-8k/log k, 6 < 1/2 and k > k o (J) . Now we consider, finally, the cases for which 2 < k < k o = max ;2P(a), k o (6) ; . Suppose we have f distinct integers n,, . . ., o f in an ) interval [n, n + k], where n, k c N, such that nm i E aN' for certain m, i= I m l , . . ., mf eN with m > 2 and gcd(m i, ; :) = l for i = 1, . . ., f. In [14] it was proven that this implies k > c log log log (n+15), where c=c(a) is some positive constant depending only on a, provided f > 3 or f > 2 and a c-N 2 .
Since k < k o we infer that n < no , a constant depending only on a and d . So both n and k are bounded and there can be only finitely many sets (1) k a ( t) < ct log t for any c > 2 and all t > t,, (c), a constant depending only on a and c .
(2) k i ( t) > t log t for infinitely many t E N . P r o o f. Let t> 0 and a e N and 0< 6< 1/2 be given . Let k satisfy A/log k > t . If n,, . . ., o f are obtained by deleting t integers from n+ 1, . . ., n+ +k and 1~n mi caN' for certain m, m,, . . ., mf , then, by Theorem 6 .1, k < k o (a, 6), a constant depending only on a and 6 . So if k a (t) satisfies k a (t)/log k a (t) > 6 -' t and k a (t) > k o (a, 6) for some 0 < 6 < 1 112 then it satisfies the property defined in Corollary 1 . This proves the existence of ka (t) and also (1) . To prove (2) we argue as follows . For every k e N there exists a t < 7r(k) such that there exists some way to delete t integers from 1, 2, . . ., k such that the remaining integers have a perfect square as their product (by Lemma 6 .2) . Since certainly the primes in (k/2, k] have to be deleted we have
so there exist infinite sequences k, < k z < . . . and t, <12< .-, with t i < n (ki ) and (k i ) !/n, . . . n, . E N 2 for certain distinct n,, . . . , n, i E ;1, . . ., ki ; . So k, (t i ) > k i + 1 > p, i + 1 > ti log ti (p, denotes tth prime number) . Note that k, (0) = 2 (if we change the definition of k a (t) somewhat by taking mi = 1 for all i) by the Erdös --Selfridge theorem and that k, (1) > 11, k, (0) > 11 since 10! c7N 2 . LEMMA 6 .2 . Let n i , . . ., of he distinct positive integers and let meN with m > 2 . There exists a subset ;ni : iel ; of (n,, . . ., nf ; with at least f-e) (n, . . . n f ) 'elements such that H nm i e N' for certain m i c ; 1, . . , m -I ; , i e 1_ i6l Proof. We may assume f > w(n, nf ) (otherwise take 1 = 0) . Let the above procedure . We obtain disjoint sets J o , Jó ), Jo ), . . ., J (0 , with 11 n;' E Nm for certain mj c ;1, . . ., m-1 1 . Take 1 = U J", then (1)' k (n) > c i log log log n for all n c N with n > 15 .
For every E > 0 there exists an infinite set N i cf positive integers with (2) k"I(n) > exp((1 ;,/2-a)(log nloglog n)'/ 2 ) for neN, and all m > 2, (2)' k(n) > exp((1/,, 2-s)(log n loglog n)'/ 2 ) for ncN 1 .
For every c > 0 there exists an infinite set N z of positive integers with (3) k`m~(n) < exp((,í2+a) (log n l og log n)'/ 2 ) for nEN z and all m > 2, (3)' k (n) < exp ((, 2 + r) (log n log log n)") for n c N z , for some d with 0 < Idl < k, where m* > 3 and m* > 2 . We now use an explicit version of the estimates of Sprind2uk for the solutions x, y e Z of the Diophantine equation F(x) = Ay' (see [17] ) . Using that a;, a j < 3 km we obtain that (n <) a, x;' < exp(C" ' k) for some absolute constant C . This implies (1), for this case . f Case 2 : m* = 2 for all i. Then fj n i c N 2 . In [14] it is proven that this i=1 implies that k > (log log n) 2 (log log log n) -' so (1) also follows in this case . This proves (1) . For the proof of (1) we refer to [14] . We note that a lower bound for min k ( m'(n) seems unattainable in the present state of mathematics . That it is possible to prove the lower bound (1)' for k (n) is due to the requirement in the definition of k(n) that all multiplicities m i are 1 . (Actually it would be sufficient to require only that gcd(m i , m) =gcd(mj , m) for some i j) .
To prove (2) we use Lemma 2 .6 : let n,, . . ., of be any distinct integers in [n, n + k* (n)] and let pl n, , p',{' n, , p > k* (n) . Then p X nj for j 54 i hence Since clearly k (n) > f > k -4kllog k .
min k ( " (n), we obtain (2)' 1m-m32 mediately from (2) . The inequality (3) follows from Lemma 2 .7 and Lemma 6 .2 . Since clearly k (n) < k' 2) (n) we also have (3)'.
To prove (4) we note that, by Lemma 2 .4, we have
for k > n 0 .49 ' and n > n,, where c and n, are positive constants . Now use Lemma 6 .2 to obtain (4) . Again by k(n) < k (2) (n), the inequality (4)' follows immediately .
In the next two theorems we give some results about sets (n ,, . . ., nf ; of f integers in short intervals [n, n+k(n)] with the property that H ni is a perfect power where the number f of elements is restricted . On the other hand, for all n, k c N with k > n there exist distinct f n,, . . ., nf c(n, n+k] with n ; is a perfect power and i=1
For every a with 1/2 < a < 1 there exists a c x < 1 such that if n,, . . ., of f are distinct (f > 2) integers in (n, n+k], where k = n", with n i is a perfect += 1 power then 1 < c, k . On the other hand, for every x > a o there exists a c* > 0 such that for all n there exist distinct integers, n,, . . ., nf , say, in (n, n+k], where k = n", with J , n i is a perfect power and i= 1 J' > c,*, k .
Proof. To prove the first assertion we use Theorem 6 .1 : we obtain J' < k-4-k/log k provided that k > k o , an absolute constant . Now choose 0 < 6 0 ( < 3) such that 6 0 k/log k < 1 for 2 < k < ko , then f < k -1 k-60 k/log k also holds when 2 < k < k o by the Erdös-Selfridge theorem .
To prove the second assertion we argue as follows : for k > n we have w ((n + 1) . . . (n+ k)) _ 7z (n + k) . By Lemma 6 .2 there exist, therefore, f n i , . . ., nf c(n, n+k] with J',> k-n(n+k) for which H n i is a perfect square .
+= 1
Furthermore we have 7t(n+k) < n(2k) < 4k/log k . f To prove the third assertion, assume n i is a perfect power, where i= 1 n,, . . ., of arte distinct (f > 2) integers in (n, n+k], k = n" > n 1 / 2 . Then P(ni ) < k for i = 1, f (a prime p > k cannot divide two distinct integers in (n, n+k] and p 2 cannot divide an integer in (n, n+k] either, since (k+1) 2 > n+k), so f <f (n, k) . Now use Lemma 2 .1 .
The last assertion follows from Lemma 2 .4 and Lemma 6 .2 . Proof. This has been proven in [14] . Similar assertions, though with different numbers t.1, E2, b,, 62, hold for the property f fj nm`E N' for certain mi E N not divisible by m, i=1 see the first part of the proof of Theorem 6 .3 and the proof of Corollary 4 in [14] . Suppose m and _1' are given integers, m > 2, J'>, 2 . How far do we have to go from n to obtain f distinct integers which have a perfect mth power as their product? Trivially, the first f mth powers larger than or equal to n have a perfect mth power as their product, so we do not have to go further than n+Cn'-'t'", C = C(m, f) . We are not able to find a better upper bound than Cn' -'tm, valid for all n (it does not exist when f = m = 2) . One method to try and find one is to search for f distinct neighbouring integers ni can show (see [15] ) that this gives an upper bound Cn``im-'tm (" ) C = C (m, f) valid for infinitely many n c N ((m, f) (2, 2)) . In particular, for every m, f with m > 2, f > 2, except (m, f) =(2, 2), there exist infinitely many n e N such that between nm and (n+ 1)m there exist f distinct integers whose product is a perfect m-th power . This method (with pre-chosen a,, . . ., af ) is certainly not able to produce upper bounds Cn°with o < 1-1/m-1/m as was proven in [15] . 1n particular, if [n, n+k] contains 2x2, 3xz, 6x3, then k > c(a)n't 4-' for any t : > 0. An interesting example of three distinct integers whose product is a perfect square is 10082, 10086, 10092 (= 2x2, 6x3, 3xi), found by Selfridge .
7. Generalizations and problems . 
F (n i ) is a perfect power .
In the preceeding sections we have shown that when F(X) = X these properties (A) never occur when n,, . . ., ny are any distinct (f > 2) integers in any "short" interval, (B) always occur for some distinct (f > 2) integers n,, . . ., of in any "large" interval .
We can prove the (A)-theorems also for the general case : there exist positive constants c,, c 2 , c 3 , c4 , es , depending only on F, such that for all n > 15 we have (1 A) For all distinct 2) integers III, . . ., of in [n, n+c, x r x (log n) 3 /(log log n)"2] we have w ( I F (n i )) > f (2A) For all distinct (f > 2) integers n,, . . ., n f in [n, n+c 3 log nílog log n] the integers F(n,), . . ., F(nf ) are multiplicatively independent .
(3A) For all subsets N, # N z of integers in [n, n+c 3 log n/log log n]
we have H F(n) 11 F(n) .
neN, ncN2
(4A) For all distinct 2) integers n,, . . ., of in [n, n+c 4 x f x (log log log n)"] the product F (n;) is not a perfect power .
These results can be proven like in the special case F(X) = X, using the following lemma . We are only able to prove (B)-theorems when the degree of F equals (one or) two, and the intervals are actually "very large" :
Let F E Z [X] be of degree 2 . There exists a number n o , depending only on F, such that for all n > n o the interval (n/log n, n) contains (1B) a set of integers S, with co( I-I F(s)) < IS,j, Proof. It follows from Lemma 4 and Lemma 5 in [2] that, if F is irreducible of degree 2, for all n > n o the interval (n/log n, n) contains at least a o n (log n) -' log log n log log log n integers v with P (F (v)) < n . This clearly holds, too, when F is reducible and of degree 2 . Let S, be the set of these v, then (1B) holds (we take no sufficiently large) and (2B) follows immediately .
To prove (3B) we invoke Lemma 5 .1 . The set S, does not necessarily fulfill the conditions of Lemma 5 .1 ; let S f be the subset of S, obtained by deleting all v with P(F(v)) > n/log n . The number of deletions is at most We finally mention that we can prove the following results on the values of a polynomial taken at integers from a short interval (see [10] and [6] for the case F(X) = X) .
Let FEZ [X] be irreducible . There exist positive numbers c 8 , c g , c io , cii , depending only on F, such that for any n > 3 we have (5) if n i , nz are distinct integers in [n, n+(-,,(log n)`9] then F(n i ) and F(n 2 ) do not have the same set of distinct prime divisors .
(6) if n i , n z are distinct integers in [n, n + c i o (log log n)`"] then F (ni ) and F (n2) do not have the same greatest prime divisor . 7.2. Some more problems . In Section 6 we considered the property f nm i E N'", where m, m,, . . , mf c N with m > 2 and m X mi for i = 1, . . . , f = r and n i , . . ., of are two or more distinct integers in an interval [n, n+k], with n, k e N. We noted that it is a difficult matter to prove a lower bound for k when there is no (further) restriction on the multiplicities mi (we only have k > 2 for n larger than an absolute constant by Tijdeman's result [11] on the Catalan equation), but that we can prove k > log log log n when (e.g.) m, = 1 for i = 1, . . .j. On the other hand, it is more difficult to prove the occurrence of the property in an interval [n, n+k] when there are restrictions on the m; . P3 : Let m E N with m> 3 . For n c N we define k'"" (n) = min 'k c-N : [n, n+ k] contains two or more distinct integers whose product is a perfect m-th power ; .
Find upper bounds for k* r (n) valid for (1) all n e N (2) infinitely many ncN .
Let f e N be fixed and let P be some property of sets of integers . For n e N define k p, f (n) = min ;keN : [n, n+k] contains,/' distinct integers having property P ; . Find upper bounds for k p , f (n) for the properties P occurring in this paper . For example :
P4 : Given n e N . find an upper bound _for the minimal k e N for which there exist three distinct integers in [n, n+k] whose product is a perfect square .
Another complication in a search for integers in an interval with a certain property would be to insist that one of them is fixed . For example :
For n E N let k (n) be the least integer such that there exist n =a, <. . . . Clearly k (n) < 2n for n > 10 : let x Z be a perfect square in (n/2, n), then n -2x' • 2n E N 2 . On the other hand, clearly k (n) > n+ P* (n), where P* ( n) = 0 for n E N 2 and P* ( n) is the largest prime p with vp ( n) odd for n E N-N2 . It follows that k(p) = 2p for primes p > 5 . We show that k(n)<n+ +3( P * (n) n)1/2 : We may suppose that n ~ N 2 . Let p be a prime with vp( n) odd . Let t P EN be minimal with n+ptP epN 2 . Then n+pt, < n+2, np+p and n-j 1 (n+pt p)EN', where the product is over the primes p with vP (n) odd .
Since the n+pt P are distinct we obtain k(n) < n+2 . nP*(n)+P*(n) < n+3 ,,, P,k (n)n .
P5 : Can the bounds for k (n) be improved?
We observe that k is 1-to-1 : Suppose m < n and k(m) = k(n) . Then there exist m = a, < . . . Cancelling any other integers that occur twice we obtain a set of integers from m to at most max oaf _ i , bg _ t ; whose product is a square, contradicting the definition of k(m) .
It may be possible to prove that distinct sets of neighbouring integers have distinct products, i . We certainly do not see how to obtain such a function k explicitly . Note that for the restricted problem with n j = n z we can take k (n) _ [c(log n/loglog n) 2 ] for sufficiently large n, by Theorem 5 .1 . (1) .
